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1. 

This invention relates to electric shaving appa 
ratus of the type having an oscillatable cutting 
blade and, more particularly, to an improved 
vibration free mounting for the motor and oscil 
lating arm of Such apparatus. 

Electric shaving devices generally include a 
Cutting blade having an osciliating movement 
relative to a guard, and this blade is driven either 
from a geared electrie motor or by an oscillatably 
mounted armature of an electronagnet. The 
electromagnet is generally an A. C. type, because 
this type of drive has advantages by reason of its 
Simplicity and the elimination of any make-and 
break contact mechanisin. This elimination is 
effected by using the natural frequency of the 
alternating current to effect oscillation of the 
armature having the cutting blade attached 
thereto. However, electric razors incorporating 
electromagnetically oscillated armatures, and 
also those involving a geared motor diiver OScil 
lating blade, have a disadvantage in that the 
vibrations of the osciliating elements result in 
oscillations of the entire razor assembly. As the 
driving System for the Oscillating blade has hith 
erto been rigidly mounted within the razor cas 
ing, the reaction of the driving system to the 
blade Oscillations is transmitted to the casing, 
and thus to the operator's hand. Consequently, 
the vibration is felt by the operator during the 
shaving which is rather unpleasant as the vibra 
tion is of considerable amplitude due to the fact 
that the oscillating parts must have sufficient 
mass to effectively perform their function. The 
shocks caused by reaction of the Oscillating nem 
bers create an unpleasant noise and frequently 
in pair the quality of the shave. 
In accordance with the present invention, these 

disadvantages are eliminated by mounting the 
entire mechanism, including the oscillatable blade 
rid its driving elements, in the casing of the 

apparatus by means of elastic or resilient shock 
absorbing members, or a combination of shock 
absorbing members and relatively rigid members, 
In either case, the drive and the driven elements, 
with the attached blade, are so mounted that 
they may nove relative to the casing within the 
limits of eiasticity of the shock absorbing men 
bers. With such mounting, the reaction of the 
driving members to the force of the oscillating 
system is cushioned in its transmission to the 
casing, so that the aforementioned vibrations of 
the casing are effectively dampened. 
To accomplish this mounting, in the case of an 

electromagnet operated Shaving device, the elec 
tromagnet may be pivotally mounted within the 
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casing and have its free end engaged and Sup 
ported in shock absorbing mounting means with 
in the casing. Alternatively, the oscillating mag 
netic armature may have a shock absorbing 
member interposed between it and the casing and 
functioning as part of the shock absorbing 
mounting of the electromagnet. If desired, the 
rigid pivotal mounting may be replaced by a 
shock absorbing connection of the electromagnet 
to the casing, with such connection having the 
characteristic of providing for oscillation of the 
electromagnet. 
With the foregoing in mind, it is an object of 

the present invention to provide an improved 
blade driving arrangement for electrically Oper 
able razors. 
Another object is to provide, in an electrically 

operable razor, an improved mounting of the 
driving and driven elements within the razor 
casing. 
A further object is to provide an electric shaver 

in which substantially no vibration is trans 
mitted from the driving and driven mechanism 
to the casing of the razor. 
These, and other objects, advantages and novel 

features of the invention will be apparent from 
the following description and the accompanying 
drawing. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view through 

an electric razor embodying the present in Vell 
tion. 

Figs. 2 and 3 are longitudinal sectional views 
through other embodiments of the invention. 

Referring to the drawing, the electric Shaiver 
therein is shown as including an oscillatable cut 
ting blade structure 4 mounted on the free end 
of an armature which is oscillatably mounted 
on an electromagnet structure 2: through the me 
dium of a resilient member Such as a, Spring 5. 
The illustrated razor is arranged to be operated 
by alternating current energization of electro 
magnet 2 through the medium of a magnetizing 
coil 3. When current flows through coil 3, arma 
ture f is vibrated in accordance With the cyclic 
variation of the alternating current flow in coil 
3 to correspondingly oscillate blade structure 4 
parallel to the face of the Operator. 
The parts. So far described are all mounted 

within an enclosing casing 6 which may be de 
signed for gripping by the hand of the operator 
and Which includes a SWitch (not shown) in posi 
tion for ready access to control the operation of 
the razor. Armature has a mass sufficient to 
perform its intended function of effectively oscil 
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lating blade structure 4 to save the hair. As this 
armature oscillates, a reaction is transmitted to 
the driving electromagnet 2, and this reaction has 
a fairly sizeable magnitude depending upon the 
mass of armature . In the usual form of razor, 
such reaction of electromagnet 2 is transmitted 
to casing 6 resulting in the aforementioned dis 
advantages insofar as comfort and quality of the 
Shaving are concerned. 
The present invention avoids these disadvan 

tages in the following manner. Referring more 
particularly to Fig. 1, electromagnet 2 is pivotally 
mounted in casing 6 on a shaft 9, Which pref 
erably extends through the electromagnet at or 
near the point of least amplitude or reaction-in 
duced oscillation of the electromagnet. The for 
ward or free end of the electromagnet, such as 
the projecting portion of coil structure 3, is 
mounted in or between a cushion structure, such 
as induicated at and 8, which preferably in 
cludes Shock absorbing material Such as Springs 
or rubber cushions. The shock absorbing mount 
ing, as illustrated, is apertured to provide for 
free movement of arnature which extends 
therethrough. 
With the described construction, the reaction 

forces of electromagnet 2 are transmitted to cush 
ions 7, 8, which absorb or dampen these forces so 
that Substantially no vibration is transmitted to 
casing 6. Thus, the casing may be held in stead 
ier relation to the face to obtain a more pleasant 
shave or higher quality. 

Fig. 2 illustrates an alternative embodiment of 
the invention in Which cushion 8 is retained be 
tWeen coil 3 and casing 6, while a cushion 9 re 
places cushion 7. The latter is engaged with ar 
mature f at or near the portion thereto having 
the least annplitude of oscillation. As armature 
and electromagnet 2, including coil 3, tend to 
move in opposite directions during each oscilla 
tion, cushion members 8 and 9 are simulta 
neously compressed or simultaneously expanded, 
the compressions and expansions of each cush 
ion member being directed in opposed directions. 
AS a result, no oscillations are transmitted to 
casing 6, so that the latter remains stationary. 

Fig. 3 ShoWS a further modification of the 
invention in which the pivot ?o is omitted, thus 
eliminating any direct mechanical connection 
between the driving and driven mechanism, and 
casing 6. A further cushion f, which may be a 
Spring or a block of rubber having shock absorb 
ing characteristics, is placed between the con 
nection of Spring 5 to electromagnet 2 and the 
casing 6. The mechanism is thus supported on 
the cushionS 8, 9 and , resulting in substan 
tially full absorption of any OScillations by the 
shock absorbing elements, so that no vibration 
is transmitted to casing 6. 
The described electric razor thus provides a 

unit With which a pleasant, high quality shave 
may be obtained as there is practically no vibra 
tion of the casing held in the hand of the operator. 
All of the vibrations, both those due to the oscil 
lation of the armature and those due to the reac 
tion of the driving electromagnet are absorbed 
by the shock absorbing mountings. 
While specific embodiments of the invention 

have been shown and described in detail to illus 
trate the application of the principles thereto, it 
should be understood that the invention may be 
otherwise embodied Without departing from Such 
principles. 
I claim: 
1. In an electric razor of the dry shave type 
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4. 
including a casing, a blade structure mounted for 
Oscillation relative to said casing and a member 
adapted to oscillate the blade structure: drive 
ing means operable to oscillate said member and 
having a reaction induced Oscillation resulting 
from oscillation of said member, mounting means 
supporting said driving means for pivotal move 
ment relative to the casing and engaging Said 
driving means substantially at the portion thereof 
having the minimum amplitude of OScillation, 
first shock absorbing means engaged With Said 
driving means Substantially at the point of maxi 
mum amplitude of oscillation thereof, and Sec 
ond shock absorbing means engaged With Said 
member substantially at the point of Inaxiinuin 
amplitude of oscillation thereof, Said Shock 
absorbing means being so disposed as to be COm 
pressed simultaneously and expanded Simultane 
ously by said driving means and Said member and 
effective to minimize transmission of Such reac 
tion induced oscillations to the casing. 

2. In an electric razor of the dry shave type 
including a casing, a blade structure mounted for 
oscillation relative to said Casing and a member 
adapted to oscillate the blade structure including 
an armature; an electromagnet operable to oscil 
late said armature and having a reaction induced 
Oscillation resulting from OScillation of Saidarina 
ture, mounting means Supporting Said electro 
magnet for pivotal movement relative to the cas 
ing and engaging said electromagnet and Shock 
absorbing means engaged With Said electronag 
net substantially at the point of maximum am 
plitude of oscillation thereof and effective to mini 
mize transmission of such reaction induced OScil 
lations to the casing. 

3. In an electric razor of the dry shave type 
including a casing, a blade structure mounted 
for Oscillation relative to said casing and a men 
ber adapted to oscillate the blade structure in 
cluding an armature; an electromagnet Operable 
to oscillate said armature and having a reaction 
induced oscillation resulting from oscillation of 
said armature, mounting means supporting Said 
electromagnet for pivotal movement relative to 
the casing and engaging said electromagnet Sub 
stantially at the portion thereof having the Imini 
mum amplitude of oscillation, first shock abSOrb 
ing means engaged with said electromagnet Sub 
stantially at the point of maximum amplitude of 
oscillation thereof and second shock absorbing 
means engaged with said armature Substantially 
at the point of maximum amplitude of OScilla 
tion thereof, said shock absorbing means being SO 
disposed as to be compressed simultaneously and 
expanded simultaneously by Said electromagnet 
and said armature and effective to minimize 
transmission of such reaction induced oscilla 
tions to the casing. 
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